
Market HigHligHts 

�� Pe buyers waiting for availability to improve
�� PP offers fall on improving supply
�� Cold weather limiting PVC demand
�� Middle east lDPe import pricing competitive
�� Colombian Pe buyers dealing with high stocks

CoMMentary

HDPe 

�� Plastic bag laws could hurt WCsa demand: sources
�� Brazil buyers expecting lower august prices

High-density film pricing for spot import cargoes was stable to lower 
this week in key South American markets, with demand talked 
softening as availability improved for buyers seeking US-origin resins, 
sources said. Along South America’s Pacific Coast, spot pricing for 
HDPE film remained stable at $1405-1415/mt CFR West Coast South 
America although demand has been trending stable to lower amid 
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PolyMersCan

latin aMeriCan sPot PriCe assessMents

 lDPe  llDPe  HDPe  — PP —  PVC
 g-P  Butene  injection  Blowmolding  Film  Homopolymer  Co-polymer  suspension

Domestic assessments

Mexico
Delivered Mexico City ($/mt)  1270–1280 1125–1135 1190–1200 1275–1285 1240–1250
Delivered Mexico City (MXN$/mt)  23625–23811 20927–21113 22137–22323 23718–23904 23067–23253

Brazil
Delivered Sao Paulo ($/mt)  1809–1820 1676–1687 1756–1767 1836–1847 1889–1900
Delivered Sao Paulo (R$/mt)  6780–6820 6280–6320 6580–6620 6880–6920 7080–7120

Colombia
Delivered Bogota ($/mt)  1395–1405 1265–1275 1365–1375 1445–1455 1505–1515
Delivered Bogota (COL$/mt)  4039453–4068409 3663016–3691973 3952583–3981539 4184236–4213193 4357976–4386932

argentina
Delivered Buenos Aires ($/mt)  1895–1905 1855–1865 1885–1895 1905–1915 1955–1965
Delivered Buenos Aires (AR$/mt)  52432–52708 51325–51602 52155–52432 52708–52985 54092–54369

import assessments

CFR West Coast South America ($/mt)  1295–1305 1165–1175 1265–1275 1325–1335 1405–1415 1375–1385 1420–1430 880–890
CFR Brazil ($/mt)  1290–1300 1160–1170 1220–1230 1315–1325 1380–1390 1375–1385 1420–1430 905–915

export assessments

FOT Brazil ($/mt)  1285–1295 1155–1165 1185–1195 1325–1335 1360–1370 1445–1455 1505–1515
FAS Houston ($/mt)*  1246–1268 1062–1084  1222 –1244   1691–1713

Note: CFR West Coast South America refers to material destined for major ports in Chile, Ecuador, Peru and Colombia’s Pacific Coast. FOT Brazil refers to export material via truck to MERCOSUR markets 
(Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay). Domestic delivered prices are for resin delivered to the greater metropolitan area. * - FAS Houston refers to the weekly arithmetic average of spot price assessments 
published daily on Platts Petrochemical Alert and weekly on Polymerscan.

Source: S&P Global Platts

expectations on pending regulations approval towards to decrease the 
use of plastic bags. Some participants believe the price has been settle 
in a floor, however others suggest that it will continue to fall as 
demand will shrink after regulations approval. These price 
expectations put buyer’s interest on hold. In Colombia, buyer’s interest 
was showing moderate appetite amid high inventories but those 
willing to buy found traders in a hurry to close deals. In Brazil, HDPE 
film pricing fell $25/mt this week to close at $1,375-$1,385/mt CFR, 
with resins from the US priced in that range on improved supply. 
Demand in Brazil has been hurt by seasonal shutdowns typically seen 
in the South American winter months, sources said, adding that 
expectations for lower August pricing could see some converters ramp 
up production sooner than expected. Brazilian domestic pricing fell 
Real200/mt (around $53/mt) this week on pressure from import pricing 
and a relatively stable local currency, sources said. Brazilian export 
pricing held stable for all grades of HDPE, with Mercosur distributors 
expecting lower pricing this month on pressure from import markets. 
In Argentina, HDPE film pricing fell $20/mt this week on lower import 
pricing and sustained soft demand, sources said. Buy interest in 
Argentina has been hampered by difficulty obtaining credit and fear 
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Forex
US$1 equals:  Mexican Peso 18.60  Real 3.75  Colombian Peso 2895.67  Argentine Peso 27.67
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that the local currency will continue to weaken, sources said, adding 
that deals are typically for volumes to cover a week of production. In 
Mexico, HDPE prices were stable to lower in Mexico, with buyers 
pushing for additional reductions amid growing availability from the US 
and slow demand. The talk of better access to import material comes 
as one local producer — Pemex — reported a reduction in June 
polyethylene production due to feedstock constraints and weather-
related outages. Pemex saw HDPE output fall to 4,761 mt in June, down 
879 mt (15.6%) month on month.

rationale:
CFR WCSA: Spot HDPE film stable week on week, assessed 
Wednesday at $1,405-1,415/mt CFR West Coast South America, based 
on pricing indications range at $1,405-1,415/mt CFR. CFR Brazil: Spot 
HDPE fell $25/mt to $1,375-$1,385/mt CFR Brazil, based on trading 
levels talked between $1,380-$1,390/mt. The assessment was made at 
the lower end of the range to account for demand, availability and 
currency devaluation. FOT Brazil: Spot HDPE film held stable at $1,360-
$1,370/mt, based on Brazilian resin trading between $1,480-$1,490/mt 
CPT Paraguay. The assessment was at the midpoint of the range and 
deducts $120/mt for inland freight. Delivered Sao Paulo: Spot HDPE 
film fell Real200/mt to Real7,080-7,120/mt ($1,889-$1,900/mt) 
delivered, based on trading levels talked at Real7,000-7,250/mt. The 
assessment was made toward the lower end of the range to account 
for import pricing and currency devaluation. Delivered Bogota: Pricing 
for film-grade resin was assessed stable at $1,505-$1,515/
mt(4,357,975-4,386,932pesos/mt). The assessment was based on an 
offer at $1,420/mt CFR basis, discounting for negotiation and adding 
inland freight, duties and finance costs. Delivered Buenos Aires: Spot 
HDPE film fell $20/mt to $1,955-$1,965/mt (54,092-54,369 pesos/mt) 
delivered, based on trading levels talked at $1,950-$1,975/mt. The 
assessment was made toward the lower end of the range to account 
for availability and demand. Delivered Mexico City: HDPE HMW film 
was assessed at $1,240-$1,250/mt (23,066-23,252 pesos/mt), based 
on pricing indications in the assessed range.

llDPe

�� Demand in Colombian domestic market talked strong
�� import pressure a ‘fantasy’ in argentina: broker

Import pricing for spot cargoes of linear-low-density polyethylene 
moved lower again this week in South America, with key markets 
seeing the frequency of offers rise with improving availability, sources 
said. Along South America’s Pacific Coast, spot pricing for LLDPE fell 
$10/mt to $1,165-$1,175/mt CFR West Coast South America, with 
market participants indicating abundant offers in the market mainly 
from US and Middle East. Those LLDPE offers created competition 
among traders to close deals, showing prices in favor to buyers. In 
Colombia, domestic pricing for Bogota buyers fell $10/mt this week, 
lending support in favorable offers to buyers and creating an appetite 
for converters to increase LLDPE in the blend. Brazilian markets also 
saw pricing trend lower on soft buy interest, closing down $15/mt at 
$1,160-$1,170/mt CFR, with resins from the US dominating the market, 
sources said. Brazilian export pricing held stable this week, with 
distributor stocks low and buyers waiting out fresh August offers that 
are expected fall on import pricing pressure, sources said. Brazilian 

domestic pricing held steady this week, with some distributors 
pointing to a lack of room for reductions amid already low pricing 
compared with other grades. Brazilian export LLDPE butene held at 
$1,155-$1,165/mt FOT, with hexene and metallocene maintaining their 
premiums of $50/mt and $80/mt, respectively. In Argentina, 
domestic LLDPE butene pricing held steady on soft buying interest, 
with buyers pointing to sustained lower Brazilian pricing in July as 
leading to high stocks entering August. The idea that falling import 
pricing would pressure Argentinian domestic markets was dismissed 
as “fantasy” by a local broker, who added that a lack of financing is a 
constant problem for buyers. While CFR pricing has trended lower for 
LLDPE butene, those offers are typically for much larger volumes 
than those seen in the domestic market, the source said, adding that 

PriCing DynaMiC
�� US ethylene prices held stable as the prompt month rolled to August. Asian 
ethylene pricing fell in line with rising deepsea supplies.

�� US propylene pricing moved lower amid anticipation of a PDH restart. Asian 
propylene prices rose in line with market talk of tight supply.

�� US polyethylene prices were mixed as some grades saw availability improve. 
Asian polyethylene pricing trended lower on weak buy interest.

�� US polypropylene prices firmed with higher feedstocks and limited 
availability. Asian polypropylene prices fell off this week as demand 
decreased.
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an inability to finance anything greater than one-week volumes is 
keeping prices high. In Mexico, LLDPE prices were unchanged on the 
week, maintaining a slight decline seen at the end of July. Market 
sources noted that buyers were seeking additional decreases, with 
increased availability from the US serving as a primary driver. The call 
for lower pricing comes despite an overall reduction in production by 
domestic producer Pemex. Pemex produced 16,604 mt of linear- low-
density PE in June, down 964 mt (5.5%) from May and 5,144 (23.7%) 
lower year on year.

rationale:
CFR WCSA: Spot LLDPE butane fell $10/mt week on week, assessed 
Wednesday at $1,165-1,175/mt CFR West Coast South America, based 
on pricing indications levels heard at $1,165-1,175/mt CFR WCSA. The 
assessment was made at the midpoint of the range. CFR Brazil: Spot 
LLDPE butene fell $15/mt to $1,160-$1,170/mt CFR Brazil, based on 
US-origin resins trading in that range. FOT Brazil: Spot butene held 
steady at $1,155-$1,165/mt FOT, based on Brazilian resin talked at 
$1,280/mt CPT Paraguay. The assessment deducts $120/mt for inland 
freight, per market feedback. Delivered Sao Paulo: Spot LLDPE 
butene held steady at Real6,280-6,320/mt ($1,676-$1,687/mt) 
delivered, based on trading levels at Real6,250-6,500/mt delivered. 
The assessment was made at the lower end of the range to account 
for import pricing and currency valuation. Delivered Bogota: Pricing 
was assessed lower $10/mt week on week, at $1,265-$1,275/mt 
(3,663,016- 3,691,972 pesos/mt ) delivered in the domestic market, on 
the basis of pricing indications around $1,265-1,275/mt value for CFR 
material. The assessment was made at the midpoint of the range 
including inland freight, duties and financial costs. Delivered Buenos 
Aires: Spot LLDPE butene held steady at $1,855-$1,865/mt (51,325-
51,602 pesos/mt) delivered, based on trading levels at $1,860-$1,880/
mt. The assessment was made toward the lower end of the range to 
account for demand and import pricing. Delivered Mexico City: The 
delivered LLDPE Mexico City assessment was at $1,125-$1,135/mt 
(20,927-21,113 pesos/mt), stable on the week, based on pricing 
indications at the assessed level.

lDPe

�� Colombia domestic prices down on motivated sellers
�� Pemex could start 3rd lDPe line with more ethane

Spot import pricing for low-density polyethylene continued to trend 
lower in key Latin American markets this week as buy interest 
remained soft amid expectations for lower August pricing and 
improved availability from the US, sources said. Along South 
America’s Pacific Coast, spot pricing for LDPE fell $10/mt to $1,295-
$1,305/mt CFR West Coast South America. Market participants said 
ample offers were coming mostly from the Middle East, US and 
Brazil, respectively. WCSA buyers showing short interest to purchase 
amid many local distributors and large companies with high 
inventories, sources said. In Colombia, domestic pricing for Bogota 
buyers fell $10/mt this week, lending support in abundant offers from 
traders looking to close deals promptly. Ecopetrol’s resin formula 
driven for domestic pricing rose 0.4% for buyers paying in local 
currency. In Colombia, market participants are positive that this is a 
good year to be a buyer due to a variety and abundance of materials 
coming from different sources generating competition for traders to 
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close deals. End users are very conservative to increase inventories 
due to expectations that prices will fall each time after closing a 
negotiation. In Brazil, spot import LDPE pricing fell $15/mt to close at 
$1,295-$1,305/mt CFR, with on-the-water cargoes from the Middle 
East priced below US-origin resin, sources said. Domestic Brazilian 
pricing also fell this week, down 2.9% as import pricing fell while the 
local currency saw its value decrease against the US dollar. Difficulty 
obtaining financing and affordable inland transportation were also 
factors leading to weak buy interest in Brazil, sources said. Similar 
sentiment was heard in Argentina, where buyers are operating on a 
week-to-week basis while the country deals with currency that has 
lost around 50% of its value this year, sources said. Domestic 
Argentina LDPE pricing fell this week by 0.5%, with a local broker 
saying that lower import pricing cannot apply the type of pressure 
seen in other markets because Argentina buyers cannot finance 
larger volumes typically seen in the CFR market. In Mexico, LDPE 
prices were stable as pricing was talked in a similar range, however 
there were indications pricing could move lower in August on 
improved availability that prompted some buyers to hold out, sources 
said. Talk of better access to import material comes as Pemex 
reported lower June polyethylene production due to feedstock 
constraints and weather-related outages. Pemex’s decline in PE 
output was largely fueled by the LDPE decreased production from 
units at Cangrejera, with LDPE output totaling 8,936 mt, down 3,566 
mt (28.5%) month on month and 2,601 mt (22.5%) year on year. 
Pemex continues to run two of the three LDPE lines at Cangrejera, a 
company source recently said, adding that the third line could be 
restarted once a pattern of ethane imports is established.

rationale:
CFR WCSA: Spot fell $10/mt week on week, assessed Wednesday at 
$1,295-$1,305/mt CFR West Coast South America, based on pricing 
indications around $1,295-1,305/mt CFR. The assessment was made 
at the midpoint of the range. CFR Brazil: Spot LDPE fell $15/mt to 
$1,290-$1,300/mt CFR Brazil, based on trading levels for on-the-water 
cargoes originating from the Middle East. FOT Brazil: Spot LDPE held 
steady at $1,285-$1,295/mt FOT, based on Brazilian resin trading at 
$1,410/mt CPT Paraguay. The assessment deducts $120/mt for inland 
freight, per market feedback. Delivered Sao Paulo: Spot LDPE fell 
Real200/mt to Real6,780-6,820/mt ($1,809-$1,820/mt) delivered, 
based on trading levels at Real6,750-7,000/mt. The assessment was 
made at the lower end of the range to account for demand, import 
pricing and currency valuation. Delivered Bogota: Spot fell $10/mt at 
$1,395-$1,405/mt (4,039,452-4,068,409 pesos/mt) delivered basis. 
The assessment was based on pricing indications around $1,395-
1,405/mt value for CFR material, accounting for inland freight, duties 
and financial costs. Delivered Buenos Aires: Spot LDPE fell $10/mt to 
$1,895-$1,905/mt (52,431-52,708 pesos/mt), based on trading levels at 

$1,900-$1,920/mt. The assessment was made at the lower end of the 
range to account for demand, import pricing and currency 
devaluation. Delivered Mexico City: LDPE held at $1,270-$1,280/mt 
(23,625-23,253 pesos/mt), based on trading levels heard in that range.

PP

�� China best asian option for WCsa buyers: source
�� Brazil sees imports from argentina up on currency

Spot import pricing for polypropylene continued to trend lower this 
week as soft demand was met with lower offers for on-the-water 
cargoes, sources said. Along South America’s Pacific Coast, PP 
homopolymer pricing fell $15/mt week on week to close Wednesday at 
$1,375-$1,385/mt CFR West Coast South America, with resin from the 
Middle East, China and India priced in that range. Cargoes originating in 
Korea and Taiwan were deemed unworkable due to elevated pricing and 
extended transit time for cargoes yet to be shipped. Copolymer pricing 
also fell, closing $10/mt lower at $1,420-$1,430/mt CFR WCSA, with a 
lack of offers from Argentina seen this week in Peru and Colombia, a 
source said. Demand for regionally produced PP homopolymer was 
heard waning due to weaker activity in the finished-goods market, a 
WCSA producer source said. In Brazil, PP homopolymer and copolymer 
pricing fell in line with WCSA markets, closing on par at $1,375-$1,385/
mt CFR and $1,420-$1,430/mt CFR, respectfully. Buying activity was 
improving only minimally as international offers fall, sources said, 
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adding that buyers are looking for local producer Braskem’s pricing 
strategy for August before committing to larger restocking volumes. 
Demand also continues to suffer due to elevated inland freight costs 
and logistical delays stemming from an independent truckers strike 
that crippled the region between May-June, sources said. Brazilian 
export pricing held stable this week at $1,445-$1,455/mt for 
homopolymer and $1,505-$1,515/mt for copolymer, with both 
assessments made on an FOT basis. Export pricing is expected to fall in 
August, pressured lower by weak domestic sales and falling global 
pricing, a Mercosur distributor said. Additionally, weaker currency 
throughout the region has been hurting import demand while also 
leading to more Brazilian importing of Argentina-origin PP, sources said. 
While both Mercosur members have seen their currencies weaken this 
year, Argentina’s has been more pronounced, leading more exports to 
Brazil under a free-trade agreement, sources have said.

rationale:
CFR WCSA: Spot homopolymer pricing fell $15/mt week on week, 
assessed Wednesday at $1,375-$1,385/mt CFR West Coast South 
America, while spot copolymer fell $10/mt over the same period to 
close at $1,420-$1,430/mt CFR. The assessments were based on 
trading levels talked within those ranges. CFR Brazil: Spot 
homopolymer pricing fell $15/mt to $1,375-$1,385/mt CFR, while spot 
copolymer fell $10/mt over the same period to close at $1,420-$1,430/
mt CFR. The assessments were based on trading levels talked within 
those ranges. FOT Brazil: Spot homopolymer held stable at $1,445-
$1,455/mt FOT, while spot copolymer held at $1,505-$1,515/mt. The 
assessments were made based on CPT Paraguay trading levels at 
$1,570/mt for homopolymer and $1,630/mt for copolymer, with each 
deducting $120/mt to account for inland freight, per market feedback.

PVC

�� industrial slowdown continues during latam winter
�� Brazil eyes potential shift in Braskem ownership

Import pricing for spot cargoes of polyvinyl chloride trended lower 
this week in key South American markets, tracking weaker global 

pricing while simultaneously pressured by soft seasonal demand. 
Winter weather and vacations in the region has hampered 
consumption and restocking throughout the region, and upcoming 
elections also was weakening buy interest, sources said. South 
American industries from Brazil to Peru were looking for indications 
that potential political changes to their respective governments will 
bring an increase in construction projects and ease lending 
restrictions, sources added. Along South America’s Pacific Coast, 
spot import PVC pricing fell $15/mt week on week to a Wednesday 
assessment of $880-$890/mt CFR West Coast South America, 
buying indications for US and Asian product talked in that range. Buy 
interest has been hurt by buyers searching for a floor amid falling 
global pricing, sources said. Similar sentiment was heard in Brazil, 
where import PVC pricing fell $30 during the same period to close at 
$905-$915/mt CFR Brazil, with buyers using cheaper domestic 
pricing to pressure international offers lower, sources said. In 
addition to upcoming elections, local buyers also were monitoring 
talks between LyondellBasell and Brazilian conglomerate Odebrecht 
on a potential transfer of the latter’s ownership stake in regional PVC 
producer Braskem. Any potential deal could leave Odebrecht with a 
better chance at resurrecting or completing several major 
construction projects in Brazil, in turn driving up demand for PVC, 
sources said. Additionally, a shift in ownership is expected to 
stabilize petrochemical pricing in Brazil, sources said. Braskem was 
heard selling regionally produced PVC around $1,100/mt delivered, 
with a netback to CFR pricing pegged at around $880-$900/mt, a 
source said. Braskem did not respond to a request for comment. In 
Asia, PVC pricing held stable this week ahead of September 
negotiations, while European pricing trended lower amid high 
inventories. US pricing, meanwhile, also moved lower this week on 
soft global demand, sources said.

rationale:
CFR Brazil: Spot PVC pricing fell $30/mt week on week, assessed 
Wednesday at $905-$915/mt CFR Brazil, based on notional pricing 
talked in that range. CFR WCSA: Spot PVC pricing fell $15/mt to 
$880-$890/mt CFR West Coast South America, based on trading 
levels talked below $890/mt CFR and tracking US export pricing.

gloBal ProDuCtion uPDate    

Company location Capacity timing status

    
ExxonMobil #3 Baytown, TX 1,500,000 July 26, 2018 New Capacity Online
Enterprise PDH Mont Belvieu, TX 750,000 July 24, 2018 SD
Enterprise PDH Mont Belvieu, TX 750,000 July 19, 2018 RS after SD on July 10, 2018
CP Chem Port Arthur, TX 850,000 Late June-July TA
Lotte/Westlake Lake Charles, LA 1,200,000 1H 2019 New capacity
Formosa Plastics Point Comfort, TX 1,500,000 2H 2018 New capacity
Shintech Plaquemine, LA  500,000 Q3 2018 New capacity
Dow Chemical Bahia Blanca, Argentina 765,000 Q2-Q3 2018 TA
CP Chem #22 Old Ocean, TX 254,000 mid-May Unit idled
Eastman #3A Longview, TX 140,000 Early April-July TA
Sasol Lake Charles, LA 1,540,000 2H 2018 New capacity
FHR PDH Houston, TX 545,000 June 11, 2018 TA
Indorama Lake Charles, LA 440,000 3Q 2018 Restart after acquisition
Pemex Pajaritos Coatzacoalcos 184,000 Oct. 27, 2016 SD! PMV explosion 

TA = scheduled turnaround; SD! = unplanned shutdown; SU = startup; DB = debottlenecking; OR = operating rate    


